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Hungry shark evolution sharks list wiki

in: Hungry Shark, Hungry Shark Evolution, Future Games of London View source Comments Share Hungry Shark Evolution is the 5th installment in the Hungry Shark series released on October 18, 2012, created by Future Games of London (FGOL). Introduce new sharks and creatures to the Hungry Shark series, as well as quests, items and other content. Currently receiving regular updates (as of
January 2016) Hungry Shark Evolution is one of the few free games in the Hungry Shark series. It is succeeded by Hungry Shark World, but is still constantly being updated by FGOL alongside its successor. Hungry Shark Evolution features is an exciting aquatic adventure. Hungry Shark Evolution features a wide range of aquatic creatures, different coins and a wide range of treasures that can be found. As
you progress through the game, you will unlock new sharks, fight a boss, and encounter even more strange and wonderful creatures. There are numerous playable sharks in the game. Each shark is assigned a set of quests, which grants a variety of rewards when completed. Mission projectiles are scattered across the game map and must be discovered before missions can be completed. Once the eight
main missions are completed, a super quest will be unlocked for the shark (the super mission does not have a projectile). There are other items in the game, such as equipment accessories such as immobilization gear and attacking sharks swimming next to your main shark. Sunken treasures can be found throughout the map and reward the player with a small amount of coins when a round is completed
or when the playable shark dies. Apart from the playback mode, there are other menus. There is the Evolve menu that allows you to check your sharks and track their growth, elements and statistics (bite force, increased speed and boosting ability). You can buy new sharks from the Evolve menu and learn about all the sharks in the game. Another menu is the accessory store. Here, you can buy
accessories, learn about baby accessories, maps and sharks and equip, toggle or unequip accessories to play. The accessory store can only be accessed by selecting a shark first. You can also start game sessions in the accessory store. Other menus include the Top Secret Lab, unlocked when a game milestone is reached (a maximum score of 500,000 points). In the Top Secret Lab, which takes you to
the Evolve menu, you can see your Top Secret Lab sharks, sharks with special powers and whose growth is not saved. You can buy new sharks at the Top Secret Lab and select a shark to play with. You can start game sessions from the Top Secret Lab. Top Secret Lab sharks cannot equip accessories. The final main menu is This menu branches into various menus, such as Statistics that can reveal
death counts, high scores and other achievements, the help section that shows tips for the player, Languages that can choose the language in which the game translates and, of course, turn game settings on or off, such as tilting or touching. Hungry Shark Evolution game is played in sessions. A game session can be started by tapping Play in the main menu, or by pressing Play in the accessory store, or
by pressing Play in the Top Secret Lab. An ongoing Hungry Shark Evolution game session. All game sessions begin with the chosen shark falling from an unknown place in the sky, in the water. The overall goal of the game session is to survive as long as possible, while earning as many points as possible. This is accomplished by locating, fighting and consuming the wide variety of creatures throughout
the map. eat things with your mouth and anything near your mouth near them; this results in an automatic attack by your shark. The game will give you a variety of interesting accolades as you get, eat, and take damage from things. The boundaries of the playing area are at the far left and right of the play area, the seabed at the bottom of the playing area and a very high point in the sky, at the top of the
playing area. These limits can be viewed by using one of the three maps, which can be turned on or off once purchased. Consuming many creatures in a short period of time increases multipliers. There are two mulitpliers: the uniform multiplier for all sharks, which multiplies the points earned by 2, 4, 6 or 8x. Sharks also have their own multipliers. Generally, the more powerful the shark, the greater the
multiplier. These multipliers help you achieve one of the two main objectives of the game, which is to achieve the highest possible score. In addition to surviving as long as possible and getting the highest score, there are several secondary goals. Each shark has its own set of missions, specific objectives that can be completed when its shells are discovered – there are many projectiles scattered
throughout the game map. There are also sunken objects, which are several objects that are hidden throughout the play area. Find these reward items generous coin bonuses. Finally, there are mini games. Usually, there is a beach ball that can be hit with your shark's nose, aiming to hit the ball up five times in a row, without the ball touching the ground or water. Sometimes the beach ball is replaced with
other balls during special real-world events. For example, the beach dance became a football for a while, to celebrate the FIFA World Cup. Movement in game sessions can be controlled by a virtual D-Pad or by calibrating the game to respond to the tilt of your device. The Reef Shark, the first playable shark in the game. Alan, World Destroyer (Alien)Luminite, currently the most of the game. The entrance
to the Giant Crab Museum.The Hungry Shark Evolution logo, surrounded by sharks and enemies Hungry Shark Evolution. Points are the scoring measurement system used in Hungry Shark Evolution. 500000 points earned in a game will result Unlock the Top Secret Lab.Missions are optional objectives that can be completed for entertainment and rewards. An excerpt from the museum. Adding a photo to
this Currency Hungry Shark Evolution gallery includes two coins: coins, standard currency, and gems, the premium currency. Both coins and gems can be used to purchase new sharks and buy decorations and accessories. Both coins and gems can be earned during the game, although gems are harder to win than coins. Alternatively, coins and gems can be purchased through microtransactions and
larger payments, or won by watching ads. One of the original hungry Shark Evolution banners. Trivia The game does not employ any energy mechanics (this refers to games that limit the game, using units that are consumed when the game is played, and prevents you from playing if all units have sold out). He's promoted he's been promoted as such. In this game there are a lot of references to Shark. The
game icon looks like the movie poster. and the little fishing boat looks like the orca. Both have an existing crew of 3 men, and in both a shark jumps on the boat and eats a man, and both are destroyed by a giant shark. In addition, when the ship is destroyed, it will sometimes release the award it needs a larger ship which is also a quote from the film. The helicopter can be a reference to Shark 2, because, in
that film, the shark destroys a helicopter. Another reference to Shark is the sign to the left of the reef shark spawn stating that Mayor Bobby says it is safe to swim, referencing the mayor of Shark claiming that the waters are safe to swim, despite knowing about shark attacks. External Links Links Hungry Shark Hungry Shark Evolution Future Games of London Community content is available under CC-BY-
SA unless otherwise noted. See Source Share Welcome to Hungry Shark Wiki! We are the largest wiki database in the Hungry Shark game series from Future Games of London. Join your fellow sharks on a mission to chomp the way to be the largest, most reliable, popular and welcoming wiki on the net. The game Sharks Sequel Edit Prey Our Sharks There Is Always Room for Improvement! Our Wiki
could really use your help; this can come in many forms, such as creating new articles and responding to queries from other users. It can also help by adding photos and videos, improving the quality of the article, and reporting any vandalism or behavior that violates rules to an administrator. Another way to help is to share any ideas you have for Hungry Shark games on the Ideas for Hungry Shark
Evolution page. Any help will be greatly appreciated. If you want to discuss something, post it in forums, write it on a user's message wall, or leave a comment in the conversation section of the pages. Please note: Promotion of cheat programs is not allowed on this wiki. Don't spam, especially on conversation pages, forum posts, or articles. Do not attempt to frame users. Don't be count sock puppets. Oh,
no or harass other users. Do not harass or badger administrators for something they have rejected. Do not swear or use inappropriate language. Action will be taken if necessary. Do not edit for the sole purpose of earning badges. Do not intentionally offend other users. By following these rules, you will be a valued member of the Hungry Shark Wiki community. Community content is available on CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise noted. Observed.
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